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Abstict. A formalization of the tautology problem in terms of matrices is given. From that a 
generalized matrix reduction method is derived. Its application to a couple of selected examples 
indicates a relatively efficient behaviour in testing the validity of a given formula in propositional 
logic-not only for machines but also for humans. A further result from that formalization is a 
reduction of the tautology problem to a part of Presburger arithmetic which involves formulas of 
theW33-•• 3-type where all quantifiers have finite range. 

0. Introduction 

In 1968 Prawitz (121 proposed a theorem proving method called matrix reduc- 
tion which has advantages in comparison with the resolution principle and other 
related methods. Yet, his approach so far has not found much attraction within the 
theorem proving community. 

But in general, there is a growing interest in methods other than those connected 
with resolution [3], mainly in the following two directions. The first one can be 
characterized by the idea of using the natural representation of a problem 
(theorem) in a richer language than that of clausal form as well as natural deduction 
rules as a source of information for the guidance of the behaviour of a theorem 
prover ([Z, 4,111 etc.). In the seconci tiirection attempts are made to find more 
efficient derivation rules than resolution ([2,8, 123 etc.). In the author’s view a 
future powerful theorem proving system will profit from both directions of 
research, probably in the sense that basically it will behave according to the most 
efficient known rules but with built-in strategies which take advantage from the 
natural representation of the given formula. 

This paper contributes to the second direction by generalizing Prawitz’ matrix 
reduction method. Roughly speaking, the splitting of the matrix here is not neces- 
sarily done on the basis of just two clauses containing two complementary literals 
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but on that of larger parts determined by a certain strategy resulting in an algorithm 
which seems to be rather powerful in comparison to other methods (see Example 
3.6, e.g.). 

The basis for this result is a formalization of the tautology problem given in [l), 

which also implies that we restrict the algorithm to the case of propositional logic 
since the methodology is well-known how to “lift” it into first-order logic. In order 
to make this paper essentially self-contained this formalization together with some 
basic properties is introduced in the sections 1 and 2. In fact, the present state of 
this formalization is more elegant than that in [1], and is of interest in itself. For 
example, the characterization Theorem 2.5 gives a c:?ar insight into tke nature of 
all tautologies in M variables and provides a natural way of enumerating the set of 
tautologies. 

The main reduction theorem then is a rather evident consequence of all these 
preparations, and, together with the resulting algorithm and a couple of examples, 
it is given in Section 3. 

As a further outcome from our formalization a reduction of the tautology 
problem to a validity problem in a part of Presburger arithmetic is given in Section 
4 which involves formulas of the V33 l l l 3 type where all quantifiers have finite 
range determined by the number of occurring variables. It may be used for testing 
the tautology of a formula as well. But the author feels there might also be an 
application in connection with the problem whether NP is closed under comple- 
mentation [6]. 

1. Complementary matrices 

Let V denote the alphabet consisting of the 
X, i, x1, &, . . . , y, jjY . . . , z, 2, . . . Letters without a bar art: 

Definition 1.1. Formula matrices (shortly matrices) are 
follows. 

(a) Any letter from V is a matrix. 

letters (or literals) 
also called variczbles 1 

. 

defined inductively as 

(b) If M1, . . . , ibIn are matrices then the set {MI, . . . , Mn} is a matrix. 
Giveu a matrix M of the form {Cl, . . . , C,} the Ci will also be called the chses 

of M, i = 1, . . . , n. 

Matrices will be represented in the plane by assembling the clauses of a matrix 
horizo,n*+ally and the matrices of a clause vertically. E.g. 



represents the matrix 

atrices represent formulas in propositional logic which are defined in the usual 
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way using variables x, xl,. . . , y, . . . and the connectives 1, v , A. 

DeRaition 1.2. The formula positively (negatively) represented by a matrix is 
defined inductively as follows. 

(a) If the matrix is a literal A then the formula positively (negative&v) represen- 
ted by A is (i) x (lx) if A =x, (ii) 7x (x) if A = 2, respectively. 

(b) If K, . . . , Fn are the formulas positively (negatively) represented by the 
matrices of a clause C = {Ml, . . . , M,} of a matrix, resp., then the formula Fl A 
8.. nF, (F,v l .9 v Fn) is positively (negatively) represented by C, respectively. 

(c) If Fl,..., F, are the formulas positively (negatively) represented by the 
clauses of a matrix M = {Cl,. . . , Cn), resp., then the formula F1 v - l l v Fn (FI A 

. . l A F,) is positively (negatively) represented by M, respectively. 

People &ho are used to think in terms of validity (inconsistency) of a formula are 
supposed to use the positive (negative) matrix representation, resp. E.g. 

X 
x’ Y 

positively stands for (x A 1 y ) v lx v y 

y’ negativdY stands for (ix v y) A x A i y. 

Definition 1.3. A path through a matrix M is a set of literals and is defined 
inductively as follows. 

(a) There is exactly one path through an atom consisting of the atom itself. 
(b) IfM=(C,,..., C,), then for any n matrices M’ such that Mi E Cj and for any 

n paths Pi through A& i = 1, . . . , n, the set Urzl Pi is a path through M. 

In the following matrix four of its paths are illustrated by Pines from leftto right, 
but the reader should keep in mind that our notion of a path actually is much 
poorer than suggested by Fig. 1. 

_ - _ _ 
PI = kxJ,xz,y,~, P2 = fz,x,z,x2,22?, 

p3 = b,Yl,X2? , P&J = cz,y,,x2,z2~ . 

Fig. 1. 
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Definition 1.4. ISI denotes the usual cardinality, i.e. the number of different ele- 
ments of a set S. 

Definition 1.5. A literal x is called complementary to x’ and vice versa. A path is 
called complementary if it contains a complementary pair of literals. A matrix is 
called complementary if each path through it is complementary. 

E.g. PI and P2 in the previous example are complementary, Pn, P4, and the whole 
matrix are not. Since any clause is a matrix, it is clear that we also can talk of 
complementary clauses. For formal reasons the empty set 0 also will be called 
complementary. 

If the matrix M positively (negatively) represents the formula F, then the paths 
through M positively (negatively) represent the d-clauses (c-clauses) in F in the 
terminology of [ 11, resp. Therefore [ 1, Corollaries 8 and 121 now can be restated in 
the following way. 

Theorem 1.6. If a matrix M positively (negatively) represents a formula F, then F is 
valid (inconsistent) iff M is complementary, resp. (cf. the example after Definition 
1.2). 

Thus the matrix representation unifies both the tautology and the inconsistency 
approach in an elegant way. An efficient algorithm testing whether a given matrix is 
complementary is one of the main objectives of this paper. 

Definition 1.7. A partial matrix M of a matrix M, in symbols M’ c M, is the result 
of deleting zero or more literals occuring somewhere in M. M’ is called partial w.r.t. 
paths (in M), in symbols M’ <M iff M’ c M and all paths through M’ are paths 
through M. 

E.g., if M = G ; f f then; & =< M, x2 =G M, etc., but y” f MM because (y, x’) 

is a path through fEr x” but not one through M. 

Obviously both relations are reflexive and transitive. Also the following two 
results immediately follow from the definitions. 

Lemma 1.8, 4f the matrix M is complementary and M’ d M, then M’ is complemen - 
tary. 

Lemma 1.9. If the matrix M is complementary and C is any clause, then M v (C) is 
corn plem.en tary . 

nition 1.10. A matrix is in normal form if each of its clauses is a set of literals 
and no clause is complementary. 
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Obviously, positively (negatively) this represents the usual disjunctive (con- 

junctive) normal form, but without complementary clauses; here we are not inter- 

ested in the opposite form; respectively. 

2. A characterization of the tautolo 

In the previous section the conccjpts relevant for this paper have been introduced 
in a more general form than they actually will be used in the sequel because from 
now on we will restrict ourselves to matrices in normal form. The reascn is that this 
generalization did not cause any additional effort while on the other hand it seems 
rather promising-but also pretty complicated-to generalize the result of the next 
section for arbitrary matrices. 

We are now going to define a fundamental subset of the set of all complementary 
matrices. 

Definition 2.1. Complete matrices in normal form are defined inductively as 
follows. 

(a) {x, a} is complete for any x E V. 
(ii) If M ={C*, . . . , C,) is complete and x E V is a variable which does not occur 

in M, then (Cl u {x}, . . . , cn u {x}, cl u {k), . . . , cn (I {x'}} is complete. 

Examples are: x x’, G $ f ; , etc. 

Readers familiar with semantic trees will easily realize a close connection with 
this concept, but also certain differences which justify an independent study like 
ours. 

If a matrix M contains no other literals than those from {x1, 31, . . . , xn, fn} and at 
least one Of Xi,Zi,i=l,.*., tz, then this will be indicated symbolically by 
M(x,, . . . , x,). By a trivial inductive argument we have the following lemma. 

Lemma 2.2. For a complete matrix M = IL&, . . . , xn ) it holds that M is uniquely 
determined by x 1, . . . , x,, and M is complementary. Further j-Ml = 2* and for any 
non -complementary clause D c (xl 9 2-1, . . . , x,,, f,,) there is a clause % E M with 
D c C. 

Definition 2.3. If N = N(x 1, . . . , x,) is any matrix, then the complete matrix M = 

M(xl, . . .y x,) also will be called the completion of N. If D c {XI, %I, . . . , xn, 2,) is 
any non-complementary clause then the set 
Ext(D):=(CcM:M =M(xl,. . . , x,) is complete A D E C} will be called the 

extension of D (in M). In the sense of [9] one could also say that any clause 
C E Ext(D) is covered by D. Ext(&, . . . , I&):= (&I Ext(Di). 
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Lemma 2.4. For each compkmentary set N of literals with N s (xl, Xl, I, . . , xn, &} 

there exists a path P through the complete matrix M =: M(x,, . . . , x,) such that N - P. 

Proof by induction on re. We have the following cas:s. 
(a) {xn, :&} g N: the lemma follows by induction ilypothesis and by definition. 
(b) {x,, .&} = N: N is a path through M by definition. 
(c) {xn, .:is,) n N # 0 A {x,,, Zn} P N: then there exists a literal xi, 1 s i C n, in N. Let 

N’ be the result of substituting xn by xrr-i and & by 3,-i (or xn by &,..-1 and & by 
x,-i ) in A/ such that N’ again is complementary. By induction hypothesis N’ is a 
path through the complete matrix M’ = M’(xl, . - . , x,-l ) and thus also a path 
through A4 which by an appropriate choice of clauses (Ad’ occurs twbce in MI can 
be transformed into a path P with P = N. 

Theorem $5. A matrix N = N((xi: i E I G (1, . . . , n}}) in normal form is comple- 
mentary ifl N < M, whe:e M = IM(x 1, . , . , x,, )I is complete. 

This theorem is an mmediate consequence of the definitions and the Lemmata 
2.2, 1.8, and 2.4. Together with Theorem ‘1.6 it characterizes the set of valid 
formulas in disjunctive normal form. This characterization can be used for a natural 
way of enumerating all tautologies in n variables since by definition of < any 
matrix N with N+M(x,, . . . , x,) is the result of deleting upto 19 - 1 literals in each 
clause of M. It also is one of the fundamentals for the algorithm in this gaper. A first 
step towards its development is the following equivalent version of it. 

Theorem 2.6. A matrix N = N ((xi : i E I c (1, . . . , n}}) in normal form is compie- 
mentary iff Ext(N) = M for the complete matrix M = M(x,, . . . , x,). 

Proof. If the criterium is fulfilled, then with Lemm;La 2.2 it is obvious that each path 
through N is also a path through M, hence N <M, and therefore N is complemen- 
tary by Theorem 2.5. Conversely, if N is complementary, then N % M by Theorem 
2.5. This means that for any clause C in M there is a non-empty subset C’ of those 
literals in C which are contained in some path through N. By construction there 
must be clauses in N containing elements of C’. Therefore, if there would be no 
clauses D G N with D c C, each clause in N containing elements from C’ would 
contain at least one literal not in C’. This in turn would mean that there is a path 
through N not including any literal from C which contradicts N SM. 

As a consequence of this theorem one could think of an algorithm which for each 
C EM checks whether there is a D E N with D c C. Or, alternatively, one could 
test for each DEN (possibly in a certain sequence) which clauses C EM are 
covered by D and slop as soon as all clauses in M are covered. Let us try the second 
approach which seems to be more economical. 
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3. The algorithnn 

Agreeing on the notation S(M) for the subsumption operation, i.e. for the set 
M\MO where M 5 any set of sets and MO := {mE.M:3m%M, m’#m, m’cm}vwe 
can now state and prove the main reduction theorem,, 

Theorem 3.1. Let 
-M=M(q,..., xn) be a matrix in normal form, 
-OZIc(l,. . . ) n), I={l,. . . , n)\I, 

-M~={CEM:CG{~~,~‘~:~EI}}, 
-Nf be the compiete matrix in {xi: i E I), 
-Ai& = {C E N1: C& Ext(M1) in Nl}, i.e. tke set of those clauses in N1 which are not 

cosered by some clause from Ml, 
-N2 be the complete matrix in (xi: i E i) 
-_Mz={CEN:Cc{xi,~i:iEi}}, 
-M3 = M\(Ml u M2). 

Then M is complementary iff A?, = 0, or @ # 0 and for each clause C E A& the set 
MC = S(M2 u Mf ) is complementary where MF = (D’ G (xi, Zi Ii E f}: 3D E 
M3 30” C_ C such that D = D’ u D”}. 

Proof. If @i = 8, then Ml is complementary by Theorem 2.6, hence M is comple- 
mentary by Lemma 1.9. Therefore we can assume ti #,a. 

MC not complementa:*y =+ M not complementary: If there is a clause C E nTil 
such that MC is not complementary then by Definition 1.5 there is a path P1 
through MC which is not complementary. PJow, for any such given C M can be 
naturally divided into two disjoint parts, namely the set M’ of those clauses from M 
which contributed to the construction of MC, and the remaining ones, say M”; i.e. 
M’ u M” = M. Thus, Pi is also a path through M’ and contains only variables with 
indices from 1 The extension of the matrix fi” which results from M” by erasing all 
variables with indices from 17 is different from N1, since it does not cover C by 
construction; therefore, by Theorem 2.6 @” is not complementary; thus there is a 
non-complementary path P:, through fi” which, by construction, only contains 
variables with indices from I. Of course, Pz also is a path through M”. So P = 
PI u Pz is a non-complementary path through M since PI and P2 have no variables 
in common and both are non-complementary. IHence M is non-complementary by 
Definition 1 S. 

MC complementary * M complementary: On the other hand, assume that M” 
is complementary for all C E &. Then any path through M which “crosses” MC 
(i.e. which contains a path through MC as a subpath) for some C is complementary 
by Definition 1.5. All other paths through M necessarily contain a literal from each 
clause in M1, by Definition 1.3, from each clause in al, by construction of MC, and 
therefore, by Definition 2.3, from each clause in N1 by construction of MC, and 
thus they are complementary since this is the case for N1 by Lemma 2.2. 
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Theorem 3.1 can be used to set up a formal system for propositional logic: its 
axioms are the complete matrices and its only rule of inferesce is that from the set 
(MC: C E fii} of premises to the conclusion M. But in this paper the main interest 
is its transformation into an algorithm which is straightforward as well. 

We only have to take some care with an appropriate choice for I. In order to 
guarantee polynomial behaviour of the algorithm in this introductory step only 
those I’s are taken into consideration for which 2”’ < IMi or 2”‘-’ < IMI < 2”’ is 
true. Among those as a strategy it chooses in step b one for which the greatest 
number of clauses in the completion of M is covered by Ml with a preference for 
smaller I’s in case that there is a choice among more than one element. Of course, 
other strategies mi ht serve as well, notably simpler ones which do not require such 
a sophisticated calculation for the determination of I. 

Algorithm 3.2. (tests whether a given matrix 8 # M = M&i, . . . , x,%) in normal 
form is complementary) 

Step a. Preparatory step. 
§iep a. I. Remove all clauses containing variables in partial state from M (see 

(6,2.2.4 or 2.5.1]) dnd separate (see [6, 3.31). 
Step a.2. M 4(M) (see [6,2.2.1]). 
Step b. Determination of I c { 1, . . . , n}. 
Step b.I. Set k + 1, j * 1, I + 0, and determine I such that 2’-’ < IM 1 G 2’ is true. 
§tep b.2. Set 

j'+ rnax~/:~+~~(l Ext({C E M: xi E C v fi E C + i E J})I) 

where the extension is taken within the complete matrix in {xi: i E J}. If 
j’ = 2”, then M is complementary; else if j <j’ l 2”-‘, then choose a Jo from 

V 1 : J[ = k} for which the maximum j’ has been reached and set I +.I0 and 
j+j'. znek_ 

Step b.3. If k < 1, then (k + k + 1 and go to Step b.2). 
Step c. Reduction step 

(Recall the terminology of Theorem 3.1 and observe that A& # 0 is now 
guaranteed by sfep b.2 if M is complementary.) If M1 = 0, then M is not 
complementary; else call the whole algorithm for each member of the set 
S((MC: c El n&}). 

Let us consider a few examples. 

Example 3.3. For Xl $1 Zz Step b yields j’ 
x2 

= 4 for k = 2 and stops ,with a positive result 
. 
tn l&e first run. 

pie 3,4. Also for xl .tl M’ with any M’ = M’(.q, . . . , xn) the test j’ = 2” stops 
the algorithm immediately with a positive result. 
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Example 3.5. For Xl x’l 22 
x2 

X3 x4 the problem is reduced to that in Example 3.3 
x4 

x5 

after passing the preparatory Step a. 1. 

These all are rather trivial examples. Therefore as our next sample we choose 
one that usually is regarded as a hard one and in fact brings methods like the 
resolution principle into considerable problems. 

Example 3.6. Let M be the following matrix in normal form 

x1 $1 $1 x1 x’l x1 x1 x’l -f3 x3 x3 23 23 x3 x3 23 

x2 22 x2 22 x2 22 x2 22 x4 24 x4 x14 x4 24 x4 x4 

x5 x5 25 fg x6 x6 $6 f6 x6 x6 26 $6 x5 x5 $5 $5 

Step b chooses for I any element from {{1,2,5), {I, 2,6}, {3,4,5}, {3,4,6}}, say 

{3,4,6}. Therefore 

Ml = {{x3, x4, x6}, {fg, f4, x6}, {x3, x4, 261, (x3, 249 ~6))- 

Since every two elements are equal in the set (A&: C E A&} step c calls the 
algorithm again with the following two subproblems: 

which belong? to (x3, x4, x6) and (23, X4, x6?, and 

which belongs to (23, x4, &} and {x3,&, &}. Let us consider M’. By Step a.2 in this 
second run the 3rd and 4th clause disappear; Step b sets I := (5); and Step c calls for a 
third run for the matrix 

Xl Xl x’l x1 \ 

x2 22 x2 22 

which is complete and therefore has the algorithm return a positive message within 
Step b. The behaviour in the case of M” is completely analogous to that of M’. 

These and other examples indicate a remarkably efficient behaviour of this 
general tautology testing algorithm which is related to Prawitz’ miatrix reduction 
method [l2] not only because of the spirit of the approach but also technically since 
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in a certain sense it is contained in that case of Theorem 3.1 for which I is a 
singleton. This justifies the title of the present paper and indicates the reason for 
the success of our algorithm which may split the matrix also on the basis of larger 
parts not only on those of complementary literals. 

Technically, there is a similar and even closer relationship with Galil’s “enu- 
meration dags” 18, 131 which has been pointed out to the author by J. Schreiber. 
Specifically, there is an isomorphism between Galil’s method and the method 
obtained frgtL1 durs by restricting I to a singleton and extending the application 
of the; subsumption operation in the reduction step c of Algorithm 3.2 to the 
set of ull matrices considered so far by the running algorithm (J. Schreiber, per- 
sonal communication). Since the latter method may be regarded as a special 
case of the generalized matrix reduction method, we have the following obvious 
result. 

Theorem 3,+7. W.r.t. the length of proofs the generalized matrix reductkx method is 
not worse than Galil’s method. 

A comparison w.r.t. proof length of Gaiil’s method with other methods is given in 
IS, 131 which in furn connects our method with those. 

Theorem 3,s. Thepe are tautologies s.t. the gerzeralired matrix reduction method with 
unrestricted 1 needs fewer reduction steps than that with II I= 1. 

Example 3.6 verifies this statement which expresses the fact that the unrestricted 
method allows a more cormpact, more readable representation of a proof for the 
validity of a formula than the restricted (or Galil’s) method. 

4, Reduction to Presburger arithmetic 

In this section we give a further application of the formalization from Sections 1 
and 2 and describe a reduction of the tautology problem to Presburger arithmetic, 
notably to a considerably restricted part of it. This will be possible by agreeing on 
the following standard form for matrices. 

Definition 4.1. A. matrix M in normal form is in standard form iff 

(a) M = M(xl, . . . , x,) for some n and a fixed enumeration XI, x2, . l l , xn, l l . of 

all variables, 
(b) each clause in M is ordered with respect to increasing index, 
(c) the set of clauses in M is partially ordered by a relation en, defined 

inductively as follows: (ij “=o,:=(, (ii) < i+l:={(Cl, Cz): (Xi+1 E Cl A Zi+l E CZ)V 
((Cl, Cz)E <i A (Xi+1 E (5’1 V it+1 E Cz))* 
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Obviously, for complete matrices < II is a total ordering. E.g. the standard form 
for the complete matrix M = A&l, ~2, ~3) is the following: 

Xl x-1 Xl $1 Xl fl Xl Rl 

x2 x2 R2 32 x2 x2 22 f2 

x3 x3 x3 x3 23 x3 f3 $3 

In the following A#’ (or shortly M if n is understood) denotes the complete matrix 

Mxl, . . . , x,) in standard form and C”, (or Cm) denotes the mth clause in M, 1 s 
k~ G 2”. xi is abbreviated by + i, & by - i. The function s : {xl, il, . . .} + (0, 1) is 
defined by s(+i):= 0 and s(-i):= 1. 

Since the quantifiers needed for what follows in fact are finite disjunctions or 
conjunctions we use the symbols V and A rather than 3 and V resp. Vf==,F and 
VtilGlF is short for Vi (c s i cd A F) and Vi(G A F). 

Definition 4.2, F(*i, m, n):== \/p’=o (q(1, *i)< m c q’(:, *i)), hxe 

Pi := 2”~‘- I, q(1, *i):= 1 . 2’+s(*i) l 2’ *, 

q’(l, *i):=q(l, *i)+2’-‘, l<iGn, lGmG2”. 

Tlhe meaning of those expressions will be clear by the following lemma which 
immediately follows from Definition 4. i. 

Lemma 4.3. F(*i, m, n) is true iff f i E C”,. 

Theorem 4.4. W = N(xl, . . . , Xn> in normal form is complementary iff 

J := (m : V{D:DEN)AI i:*_EDjF(*i, m, n)) =(m z 1 s m s 2”) 

iff{m:I~rn~2’;~J. 

This theorem which is a simple consequence of Theorem 2.6 and Lemma G.3 
reduces the tautology problem to a problem in Presburger arithmetic namely 
whether 1s m s 2” implies the truth of the formula in the expression defining J. 
Now we want to show that this formula can be brought into an even more 
specialized form. For this purpose the following two lemmata will be needed. 

Lemma 4.5, qrctl < n2 <q;+l A qk < m Sqi (for OC Zk c &+A is equivalent with 

rk < /r( G ri, where 

4P := q”‘&, f ik), 

rL := /k+l ’ 2 ik+l-ik +s(ft ik+i) . 2ik+l-iks1, 

rl 
:= rk + 2ik+‘-ik-1 s 1. 
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pm&. The first two iinequalities can be rewritten equivalently in the following way: 

m =q&+l +j*Ocjc2’~“-‘hm =&+j’hO<j’G2ik-1. 

Elhinating m and isolating I!k gives 

rk +j l 2-‘* --s(fik). 2-1_j'f 2-'"=lk ~O<j~2i'.+l-1/\O<j'~2ik-1, 

This can be combined into the following inequality 

which obviously is equivalent with the third inequaiity in the lemma. 

Proof. Combining the two inequalities in the premise gives 

()<s(fik+l). 2ik+l-ik-1< l& “pik -2ik+1-ik-1 l (1 -S(fik+l ))spika 

bb@fidtiOn 4.7. F(fik, . . . , fil, m, n):= j/2=() R(l&, *i&T . . l , *il, m) where I? is 
defined inductively as follows: 

(a) R(ll, *iI, m) is given by Definition 4.2; 
(b) For O< i& C i&+1 s n let 

Ml &+l, fi&+l, fi&, . . . , *iI, m):= j&&k !(I&, &i&s . ’ l , *iI, m). 

F(D, m, n):=F(fik, . . . , *il, rn: n) for D ={fil, l . l , *i&l* 

Thceorem 4.8. A;=1 F&ii, m, n ) is trae iff F&k, . . . , f il, m, n) is true. 

The proof is by induction on k. Since the case k = I is trivial we assume that the 
theorem holds for 1 =G k <n. &‘zi F( =t ii, m, n) is true, iti (by definition of 
1[C(:k&+ m, n) and of F(*ik, m, n)) 

iff (by Lem_ma 4.5, induction hypothesis, definition of F( * i&, . L . ), Lemma 4.6, and, 
finally, definition of F(fik+lq . . . )) 

F(kik+,, ki&, . . . , *iI, m, n) 

is true. 
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Corullary 4.9. N = N(.Q, . . . , x,) in normal form is complementary iff 15; nl :z 2” + 

V{D:D~N$W, m, n) is true. 

This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.4*, Definitiors 4.7, and Theorem 
4.8, Together with Theorem 1.6 it says that the validity of a propositional formula F 
can be tested by calculating the truth value of a formula G in Presburger arithmetic 
where G can be derived from F (by Definition 4.7) in linear time, 

This result can be considered as the starting point for the development of an 
algorithm like that in Section 3 which operates on formulas in Presburger arith- 
metics. 

But we believe that it may be of a theoretical interest as well because it says that 
the test for validity of F in propositional logic which is an m-hard problem is as 
hard as the test for truth of G which is of the form V33 l - 9 3A, On the other hand 
it is well-known that the test for satisfiability of 1 F which is an NP-hard problem is 
as hard as the test for truth of 3~x13~2. l l 3xnB where B is the formula kabtained 
from 1 F by replacing each occurrence of variable xi by Xi = 0, i = 1,2, . . . , n. In 
other words the difference between NP-hard and m-hard problems has been 
reduced to a difference of logical structure within Presburger arithmetic, notably to 
that of one additional quantifier. 

5. Sulmmary 

In this paper an approach to the validity problem Ras been given in terrns of 
matrices which allows a unified treatment of both the: validity and inconsistency 
problem (Theorem 1.6) as well as a lucid characterization of the set of tautologies 
(Theorems 2.5 and 2.4). The clearness of this formal representation of the tau- 
tology problem has been further demonstrated ~,y deriving two results in a rather 
straightforward way. 

The first is a matrix reduction theorem (Theorem 3.1) leading to a tautology 
algorithm (Algorithm 3.2) which for several selected theorems exhibits a surpris- 
ingly efficient behaviour. A brief comparison with Galil’s enumeration dags has 
been given. 

The second result provides the possibility of calculating whether a given forlmula 
is a tautology within a restricted part in Presburger arithmetic, which is charac- 
terized by formulas of the type V33 l 9 * 3. 
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